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Abstract. Blockchains provide a valid and profitable support for the
implementation of trustable and secure distributed ledgers, in support
to groups of subjects that are potentially competitors in conflict of in-
terest but need to share progressive information recording processes.
Blockchains prevent data stored in blocks from being altered or deleted,
but there are situations in which stored information must be deleted or
made inaccessible on request or periodically, such as the ones in which
GDPR is applicable. In this paper we present literature solutions and de-
sign an implementation in the context of a traffic management system for
the Internet of Vehicles based on the Pseudonymization/Cryptography
solution, evaluating its viability, its GDPR compliance and its level of
risk.

Keywords: Blockchain · Privacy · GDPR · IoV · Risk analysis · Pseudonymiza-
tion.

1 Introduction

Blockchain technologies are now well established and appreciated for their in-
trinsic characteristics of security, reliability, transparency and inalterability of
the information stored. By virtue of these characteristics, in addition to the orig-
inal applications relating to cryptocurrencies, their scope of use has expanded
to many other fields. Different areas of use are constantly being studied and re-
searched and in the literature there are now many scientific works that demon-
strate their applicability, validity and the concrete advantages that can derive
from their adoptions. In particular, they can certainly be considered an excellent
alternative, also in terms of costs, to databases and registries managed centrally
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by recognized and regulated authorities. Even greater are the benefits that can
be derived from using blockchains technologies in complex, federated and dis-
tributed ledgers that are participated by subjects that have potential conflicts of
interests [4]. The design of GDPR-compliant Blockchain Systems is an emerging
topic for researcher and practitioners, as documented in [17] and [10].

One of the fundamental properties of these technologies, the guarantee of
the immutability of the stored information, can however, at first sight, place a
constraint on particular areas of adoption where instead the possibility of mod-
ifying or deleting some information must be provided. In particular, in contexts
in which data of natural persons must be processed, the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [6] guarantees a series of fundamental rights for
the citizen. In detail, each natural person has the right, if there are no higher
legal obligations that prohibit it, to request and obtain from the entity who pro-
cesses the information (Data Processor) that his data be rectified (Article 16) or
even erased (Article 17). In this case, the need to modify/delete personal data
is in contrast with the immutability of the blocks making up the chain.

This problem has been addressed, among the others, by the French super-
visory authority CNIL3 [5] which has recognized, as a method to guarantee the
right to erasure, the deletion, not of the data itself, but that of the means used
to full decode it. In this way, although the information is still present, it will no
longer be accessible.

In this paper one of these techniques, namely Pseudonymization/Criptogra-
phy [16] is analyzed and a possible implementation is proposed. This is contex-
tualized in an Internet of Vehicle scenario with the necessity of management of
all related information (traffic, safety, accounting, property) as described in [2].
Along with the implementation, a risk analysis is conducted in order to assess
the good practice to pursue the GDPR compliance.

After this introduction, the paper continues in Section 2 with a brief in-
troduction of the security advantages of blockchain systems in IoV contest. In
Section 3 several approaches to data deletion in blockchain found in literature are
presented, and one of them is detailed in 3.1. Two use cases with data requests
and data update/deletion are shown in Section 4 with a risk analysis in Section
5. The paper ends in Section 6 with conclusions and future work directions.

2 Security Advantages of Blockchain systems

A blockchain [7] can be seen as a distributed database of digital events and
transactions shared between participating entities. The characteristics of im-
mutability of data contained in blockchains [19] are guaranteed by the model,
which is in fact an open and distributed ledger running on a peer-to-peer (P2P)
network.

Transactions are intrinsically verifiable and traceable without involving par-
ties external to the chains. In fact, each transaction is added to the public reg-

3 A recognition of a procedure by an EU based supervisory authority is legally valid
and recognized by all Countries that adhere to the GDPR.
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ister and is verified by consensus by the majority of the parties. At all times,
a blockchain contains a certain and verifiable record of every single transac-
tion ever made. Precisely for this reason every single transaction, once inserted
in the chain, cannot be altered or canceled in any way. The distributed con-
sent thus allows to have the assurance that an event has occurred guaranteeing
the irrefutable certainty of the associated information in what can be seen in
all respects as a secure distributed public ledger. The partners involved in a
chain obtain benefits both in terms of management costs and the reduction of
associated risks to ensure data security. The improvement of cybersecurity and
privacy protection using the blockchain was analyzed in [12], demonstrating how
this technology can guarantee better performances than the cloud in terms of
security and privacy, both as low susceptibility to manipulation and falsification
by malicious entities and in terms of data breach containment.

The distributed nature of blockchain systems and the consensus mechanism
acts as a protection against hacking, since it is necessary to hack more than 50%
of the nodes in order to determine a real Data Breach. Moreover, these systems
are obviously much less prone to DDoS attacks due to their distributed nature.
Improvements on PKI can be also obtained, as publishing keys on a blockchain
may eliminate the risk of false key propagation.

3 Methods for deletion and updating

The intrinsic nature of the blockchain (Read/Append only model) provides that
no type of alteration to the information present is possible. Any attempt to per-
form modifications would invalidate the entire chain. Obviously, the impossibility
of modifying data also prevents them from being deleted.

In order to allow the use of blockchains in the areas where this operations
must be allowed, for example to comply with the guarantees provided for by the
GDPR, some research lines have therefore headed towards the identification of
alternative techniques to allow such cancellation being implemented, not in a
direct form, but as an indirect effect.

The first approach is to avoid saving any personal data in blockchain blocks,
rather storing them in a separate repository and/or periodically performing data
pruning to erase older data. This can be adopted when only a small amount of
the whole managed data consists of personal data and when not all of them are
subject to the Regulation.

A remarkable example of this approach is the Delegated Content Erasure in
IPFS [14], in order to address the off-chain erasure over the Interplanetary File
System, upon which many chains are based. The authors propose an anonymous
protocol for delegated content erasure requests to be integrated in the IPFS
to distribute an erasure request among all the IPFS nodes and, ultimately, to
fulfill the requirements foreseen in the Right to be Forgotten. In order to pre-
vent censoring, erasure is only allowed to the original content provider or her
delegates.
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The Hash Function Modification approach has been presented in [1]. It is
based on the so-called chameleon hash functions [11], that provide an undeniable
commitment of the signer to the contents of the signed document (as regular
digital signatures do) but, at the same time, do not allow the recipient of the
signature to disclose the contents of the signed information to any third party
without the signer’s consent. In this way there is no possibility that personal
data will be exposed to external entities, and this reduces the associated risk
factor, but at the same time the technique does not fully guarantee the respect
of the envisaged rights.

Another approach is the Modification of Consensus Mechanism presented in
[15]. The authors introduce the concept of alternative versions of events and
data (transaction set), and a shared consensus to determine the current (valid)
version. In a transaction set, only one of the transactions is specified as active
(typically the last one), while all the others are inactive alternatives. An update
can be obtained by adding a new a transaction and specifying it the active one.
Furthermore, every mutable transaction set includes the so-called nope transac-
tion which is equivalent to ”no operation” action. If selected as active, a nope
transaction effectively hides the others and this removes a mutable transaction
from the history.

Another way to address the problem is presented in [16] as Pseudonymiza-
tion/Criptography Approach. Personal data over the blockchains are subject to
pseudonymization and so their status of ”personal data” is valid only for those
who are in possession of the additional information needed to associate those
data to the natural person they belong. This method is used in our work, and
it is described in detail below.

3.1 Pseudonymization/Cryptography

As already mentioned above, the characteristic of immutability of the informa-
tion contained in the blockchains clashes with the right to modification and
cancellation guaranteed by the regulation. The natural person, if there are no
higher legal impediments that prohibit it, has the right to delete (or correct)
his personal data. If those data are contained in a chain, that right cannot be
guaranteed directly; but, if data in the chains are stored in such a way that they
are not directly attributable to a specific natural person (pseudonymized), then
they can no longer be considered as personal data. The only thing to ensure is
that the information useful to permit the association between a natural person
and his data is kept off-chains.

This pseudonymization can be achieved by encrypting the data with crypto-
graphic hash functions applied over them, or by using pseudonymous identifiers.
In this way only those participants who possess the additional information (en-
cryption keys o person-pseudonym associations) required for attribution can act
as controllers. In case of joint controllers, these key information must be shared
among them with a specific agreement in order to establish clear responsibilities
for compliance to the Regulation.
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The right of erasure can be guaranteed by eliminating this additional key
information. In this way the processor (or jointly with the other controllers as
stated by agreements) will no longer have the ability to attribute that data to
the person they belong to. This technical measure is reliable when based on a
solution that ensures that the additional information required for the association
can be shared securely and at the same time reliably deleted.

4 IoV use cases

The Internet of Vehicles represents a fairly new application context for blockchains.
If we extend this scope to that of Smart Roads, we will find ourselves faced with
an application scenario in which different actors are involved and exchange infor-
mation mutually. In [2] a model is depicted in which a whole series of information
relating to the world of both personal and commercial mobility is managed. In
this sense, management includes data relating to movements, traffic, security,
safety, accounting and the aspects relating to ownership of vehicles, most of
them with privacy concerns [3].

As described in [4], in the IoV world some use cases with privacy implications
can be identified. For this work we will describe more use cases: a vehicle data
access request made by the owner or by a public authority, and a request to
update vehicle data to fulfill the right to update guaranteed by the GDPR. A
diagram is shown in Fig. 1. It can be easily seen that a request for deletion is a
sub-case of update.

We know that, when a person buys (or rents) a new vehicle, his personal data
begin to be associated with that vehicle. In case of buying, the transaction is
registered in a public registry within a blockchain to assert the property, while in
renting process the transaction is registered upon the renting company. In both
cases the association is imposed by law, mainly for safety purposes, but also for
taxes (and for commercial reasons in case of renting). In case of accident, injuries
or violations of traffic rules the need arises for an authority to obtain, with no
constraints, the full content of information records about the vehicle and who
was in its possession at the time of the accident. The owner of the vehicle has
the right to access all the personal data belonging to him too.

The public registry should be able to register pseudo identities, being the only
entity that keeps the association between pseudo identities and user/vehicles.

In figure 2 the process is shown of accessing data that can be originated by a
User or by an Authority. A request is made to the Public Registry and contains
user and vehicle identification. The Public Registry performs a lookup on its
private repository to find the corresponding pseudo-identity (if any). If found,
a further lookup is executed to extract the ID that points to the block in the
Blockchain containing data. After response, the block of data is decrypted using
the key associated with the pseudo-identity to recover the original data that can
be answered to the originating requester.

The sequence diagram of the other use case, related to the the updating of
user data, is shown in Fig. 3. A request of update made by the User with updated
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Fig. 1. Use case diagram
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data (Art. 16 of GDPR - Right to rectification) causes the following operations to
be performed: (i) a lookup of the pseudo-identity is performed on Public Registry
private repository, (ii) a delete on that pseudo-identity is executed, in order to
kill the associated private key, (iii) a new pseudo-identity is generated and stored
for the User, (iv) data is encrypted with the new identity, (v) encrypted data
is saved as a block in the Blockchain, (vi) the related block ID is stored in the
private repository of the Public Registry and associated to the pseudo-identity.
(vii) status code is sent to the User.

It is easy to notice that the previous block of data continues to be present
in the chain but, since the key to decrypt it no longer exists, there is no way
to access contained plain text data, therefore it is possible to consider them
logically deleted.

Request to delete data (Art. 17 of GDPR - Right to be forgotten) starts as
the previous one, but simply ends after deleting the pseudo-identity, so causing
the impossibility to decryption the original data.

5 Risk analysis

In the field of information security risk assessment, the most commonly used
approach is the qualitative assessment approach. In the qualitative approach,
classes and relative values are used to show the impact and probability of a par-
ticular scenario. This approach is widely used, due to the ease of understanding
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Fig. 2. Sequence diagram of user data access request
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Fig. 3. Sequence diagram of user data update request

User Public Registry Blockchain

update_data(U,V)

pseud = lookup(U,V)

delete(pseud)

newpseud = genpseudo(U)

data = crypt(pseud, V)

BCSave(data)

ans = blockID

save(pseud, block)

ans = ok

and implementation; the calculations involved are simple and the valuation of
assets, threats, and vulnerabilities is easier [13] with respect to alternatives.

In this work, we carry out the assessment using CNIL-PIA [9] methodology,
which uses a qualitative approach. The use of this methodology is suggested by
many other EU data protection authorities (including the Italian Garante per la
Protezione dei Dati Personali). We also used the software developed by CNIL,
namely PIA, to conduct analysis, in order to avoid any possible difformity in the
evaluation process with respect to the recommended procedures.

The assessment is carried out estimating Severity and Likelihood using qual-
itative criteria. Severity represents the magnitude of a risk: it is primarily esti-
mated in terms of the extent of potential impacts on data subjects, taking into
account existing, planned or additional controls (which should be mentioned as
justification). The estimation is done regarding the possible damage that would
occur to the user/data subject in case of problems. Likelihood represents the
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feasibility of a risk to occur: it is estimated in terms of the level of vulnerabil-
ities of the supporting assets concerned and the level of capabilities of the risk
sources suitable to exploit them, taking into account existing, planned or addi-
tional controls. The scale for classifying likelihood is related to the feasibility of
the occurrence of a risk for the selected risk sources by exploiting the properties
of supporting assets.

In the CNIL methodology, feared events are classified as follows:

– Illegitimate access to personal data (I)
– Unwanted modification of personal data (U)
– Disappearance of personal data (D)

Both Severity and Likelihood are classified in a 1-4 scale, while 1 is the lower
level of risk and 4 is the higher level:

1. Negligible;
2. Limited;
3. Significant;
4. Maximum.

The Severity level may be lowered by including additional factors to oppose
identification of personal data, such as encryption, pseudonymization, anonymiza-
tion, and so on. On the other hand, the Likelihood level may be lowered by
including additional factors, such as firewalls, logging, monitoring, and similar
solutions [9].

At this point, determining the impact the users (Data Subjects) could face
off in case of a data breach is necessary. The impacts taken into account, and
the pertinent severity according to CNIL-PIA, are:

– Cost rise for Data Subjects (e.g. increased insurance prices) (severity =
2);

– Targeted online advertising on a confidential aspect (severity = 2);
– (Temporary) Denial of access to IoV services (severity = 2);
– Fraud (severity = 3).

The Risk Assessment procedure has been carried out by the authors. Each
author is a computer security expert, and two of the authors are also Data
Protection Officers (DPO). The working group is composed as follows: a IoT/IoV
Expert (evaluation of threats and risks), a Software Expert (evaluation of threats
and risks related to software modules), a Privacy Expert/DPO (review of the
assessment), another Privacy Expert/DPO (assessment approval). What is here
reported is the result of a panel discussion, after a separate analysis performed by
each author in its own role, aiming at avoiding possible biases and ambiguity in
the interpretation of partial reports and to synthesize the basis for the presented
analysis.

Other impacts with higher severity, like ”Loss of evidence in the context
of litigation”, have been excluded due to the distributed features of blockchain
systems, which ensure virtually no permanent data loss.
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Thereafter, a choice is necessary of which threats must be taken into account,
to define the scope of this analysis and state the actual extent of its results. As
this study aims to be general and is not related to a single practical case arose
by a specific situation from the real world, in order to keep generality and to
ensure realism in the process, our choice is based on data retrieved on Verizon
2019 Data breach Investigation report [18] and EY Global Information security
Survey 2018–19 [8] about the most common and relevant threats that may be
directed against a system based on the architecture proposed in [2]. The threats
taken into account are:

– Hacking : it is the most frequent threat, circa 54%; due to the intrinsic ro-
bustness to hacking attacks [2], the likelihood is limited Likelihood = 2;

– Use of stolen credential : almost 30% of threats; in this case, the likelihood is
significant, due to the possibility for a subject to access to important users’
data Likelihood = 3);

– Privilege abuse: circa 10% of threats; for the same reason of the preceding
point, the likelihood is significant Likelihood = 3);

– Natural disasters: although considered infrequent events, (circa 2% of total
breaches), they are taken into account because they can lead to a severe data
loss; the likelihood is negligible (Likelihood = 1);

– DDOS Attacks: usually this kind of attack does not lead to a data modi-
fication or illegitimate access, but leads to loss of availability (data disap-
pearing), which is considered a breach event in GDPR; due to the fact that
Blockchain systems are virtually immune to DDOS attacks, the likelihood is
negligible (Likelihood = 1).

It is noticeable that the low Likelihood values for the last two threat cate-
gories are a direct consequence of the design choices behind the proposed archi-
tecture, in compliance with the purposes of our research. Interested readers may
find further details and results about the risk analysis for the overall system,
complementary for the analysis presented in this paper, in the Appendix of [4],
together with a detailed description of the general technique applied here with
relation to what required by the GDPR.

Fig. 4 presents the results of the Risk Analysis conducted about the chosen
deletion strategy. It may be noted that all three feared events, namely illegitimate
access (I), unwanted modification (U), or disappearing (D) of personal data, are
in the green zone (limited risk).

In order to evaluate the impact of the additional feature with respect to the
overall architecture of the system, a comparison with the results of the overall
risk analysis, available in [4], is needed. We report those results in Fig. 5, using
the same format of Fig. 4 for an easier comparison. As evident, the new feature
presents characteristics that do not lower the overall risk level of the system, as
all evaluations for the new feature are in green zone and in a position on the
grid that is equivalent or less severe with respect to the evaluations for the same
events related to the system.
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Fig. 4. Risk analysis results for the deletion feature

6 Conclusions and future work

In this article we focused on understanding the effects of one between all tech-
niques literature offers to make blockchain compliant with the GDPR, namely
the Pseudonymization/Criptography Approach, on the risk exposure of an ex-
ample blockchain-based complex data management architecture that involves
data covered by GPDR. In particular, our interest focused on how to permit op-
erations legally provided for by the Regulation, but which cannot be carried out
directly on a blockchain by its immutable nature, in a system that is devoted to
IoV management. Our study shows that this approach does not introduce into
the system additional risk factors that are worsening the overall risk analysis
results of the system.

Future work includes the analysis of other techniques and a comparison be-
tween the results, in order to evaluate the best alternative with respect to risk
minimization, and a general evaluation of other dimensions of exploration of the
advantages and disadvantages of the alternatives, in order to provide a global
choice criterion.
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